
Local Family Council COVID-19 Informational Call Notes 

Washington State Department of Corrections 
Data classification category 1 1  
 

Call Details 
Facility:  Stafford Creek Corrections Center 
Date and Time:  6/22/2022 3:00 PM 
 
 
 
DISCLAIMER: These notes are from a meeting one week ago; therefore, many of these 
answers are outdated at this time.  SCCC is in a different place this week and the notes 
do not reflect where we are at now.  
 
 

Attendees 
• SCCC Staff – Associate Penrose, Supt. Haynes, CPM Schreiber, FSM Attard, Captain 

Rubalcaba, Security Bolden, Supt. Haynes, CPM Baltzell, Correctional Admin. Lisa Flynn, CUS 
Bravos, DOC Melhuish, Caroline AA3 Ramos, DOC Aulakh, Harj, Sec. Sr. Clift, DOC Taylor, 
D. Dr. L Strict, Sec. Sr. McGarrah, DOC Herron, A. DOC Copland, William, DOC Mansford, 
Branwyn 

 
• LFC Officers:  State Rep Lydia Schoen; Co-Chair Diane Sifres, Secretary Vanessa Lewis 
• Family members – Roll Call wasn’t taken 
•  Bethany DuSchene, Sarah Leon, Anna Ivanov, Molina Bridgett, Annie Trepanier, Shante 

Holmes, Catherine Antee, Heather Johnson, Tammey Bertrand, Magda Caballero, Julie, 
Courtney Williams, Stacey Wu,  

• Department of Health: David Miller Nursing Consultant, Jay Miller, Monica Pecha Senior 
Epidemiologist.  

 
 
Weekly Updates: 

 
• Welcome  
• SCCC is out of outbreak status, coming off quarantine, operating by cohort schedule A and B.  
• Visiting will open on Friday 06/24/2022 with visit staff returning to their posts.  
• 3 hot meals for the incarcerated will begin on 6/27/2022. 
• Once a month meetings TB first Wednesday of every month.  
 

 
Participant Questions- 
 
Question 1. Will staff be tested weekly?  
 
Answer: Mandatory testing weekly. 
 
Question 2. Is there a reason why staff are not being tested with rapid testing like visitors? 
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Answer: We do not make the decision; we go by the Safe start plan. 
 
Question 3. Are you moving the TB clinic to Gym? 
 
Answer: Instead of the dining hall medical alternative clinic will be in the gym, individuals will have 
opportunity for 3 hot meals and yard will be with their entire units.  
 
 
Department of Health  
 
Pecha, Monica-  
 
Basics- TB bacteria, is not the same as the Covid-19 spread, TB is through airborne, time spent together 
in airtight spaces. TB can take a lot more time to be exposed or infected from one to another. It is more 
like the flu or measles, as a target. It takes hours of exposure not spread, not so easily if passing in halls 
as an example can someone be contaminated. Shared space, small poorly ventilated as a contact where 
spread is more contagious. Even household people outside correction facilities only 1/3 people become 
infected. Once infected 10 % live with the disease over a lifetime. ½ time if exposed than entire life 
span.  
 
Latent TB is not infectious to anyone, SCCC does checks by x ray on I/I for normal or abnormal testing. 
If I/I have the bacteria in the body or a bacteria wake up when you have infectious positive test results. 
As test results or IGRA these 2 common, T spot tests or QFT two companies of science. SCCC uses the 
skin test first. IGRA is used outside the US more commonly or a vaccine available only for protection of 
small children of severe illness.  
 
Once test of diagnosis is positive, a chest x ray rules out active TB. Skin spot or IGRA to rule out active 
is also another form of testing.  This is the most preventative therapy with Department of Corrections 
3hp, Department of Health 3 hp or rifapentine most popular. If somebody is abnormal, we rule out in 
weeks, the slow growing bug. Then to the preventative actions needed to take place from there on.  
 
Contact investigation prior to when someone is possibly infectious.  We check what is in the lungs, we 
look at sickness time. body sputum, specimen and testing can take up to 8 weeks. If they have the TB 
bug in, it needs to be able to grow out as a culture before calling someone positive. TB when they start 
having symptoms, things we look for is cough, night sweats, blood in sputum. Takes a while before that 
happens though due to slower time in progression of Tuberculosis. We look at that, to 3 months prior, 5-
month period of possible exposure and surroundings. Hard to capture every aspect of the research done 
by Department of Corrections, and Department of Health and tell who the folks are.  
 
3HP is one of several regimens CDC recommends for treatment of latent TB infection. The term 
3HP comes from the regimen duration (once weekly doses for three months) and the abbreviations of 
each of the two drugs, isoniazid (INH) and rifapentine (RPT), in the regimen. 
 
Inquiry: Vaccines not enough and not used in the USA, or not recommended burden of TB effect 
overall? Quarter population infected 200,000 TB infected. Were infected growing up or in other 
countries were prevalent. 
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Question 4: Those at DOC not moving and refusing treatment. Or those at DOC who don’t want to test. 
Would they not detect active soon and need immunization for TB? 
 
Answer: Not inclusive and not mandatory. Pecha DOH Only for children no adults. Most countries only 
are vaccinating small children, it is not effective in adults per studies done.  
 
Answer: Dr. Lara Strick- Required Treatment asymptomatic, not active infectious TB.   
Pecha DOH   The law we cannot make individuals take medications if active diagnosis.  
 
Question 5: In the Army they gave him a TB vaccine? Since adult TB vaccine can last 10/ 15 years? 
What is the fallacy, would this work or not?  
 
Answer: Pecha DOH – Military does not do the same as DOH/ OR CDC.  
 
Answer: Dr. Strict- a lot of vaccines in Military with misunderstanding on testing.  
 
Question 6:  Mattresses updates? 
 
Answer: COVID call currently! Mattresses coming in bulks by end of August. 
 
Question 7: Why is mass testing not effective? Such a high # w latent cases.  You could have refusals 
and not separate people who are sick as in COVID with fear. If no testing is done, it is not confirmed as 
a very high risks to living quarters? With exposure and transferring of germs? 
 
Answer: Pecha- CDC continues to offer annual testing to participate and recommend for larger 
screening. We work on getting on cases urgently to target on more testing. This is what is found 
effective in DOC and community currently.  
 
Answer: David Miller DOH This is hard for people to understand to not test everyone. DOH do not test 
those that do not need it.  
 
Question 8: Plan in the gym, how will center work or house?  
 
Answer: Using as alternate medical clinic for people who have been mapped and skin tested. Then they 
will see to counsel if refusal to test and understanding of exposure, also for routine medical 
appointments.  
 
Answer: Dr. Strict- It is not a TB clinic, more so based of limitations of clinic, temporary to expand 
services to see everyone due the Tuberculosis outbreak. For those needed to be seen in short time 
periods. Hopefully by end if summer will slow down. Other things in progress to see if expanding space 
not use the gym in the future. Recreation is very important, in short term to use gym as clinical space. 
 
Question 9: How do you Staff the TB clinic? Is it open during day hours 24/7?  
 
Answer: Regular clinic staffing and hours by DOC, M-F. 
 
Question 10: Are you bringing more people in to help/ work in the TB clinic.  
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Answer: I (Dr. Strict) joined staff approx. 2 months ago with new providers and staff. I have come in 
many times.   
 
 
Question 11: TB Question, If I/I test positive, what are the chances they will test positive again on the 
skin test? 
 
Pecha- They will continue to test positive after treatment too. Does not change diagnosis. 
 
Dr. Strict Ongoing does not reflect if treatment with testing positive for life. Diagnosis in latent TB 
treated, often after that.  
 
Question 12: Skin test additional preferred in opposite arm? 
 
Answer: Pecha- Negative once, not done or recommend if positive.  
 
Department of Corrections recommend if needed to redo it for some reason?   
 
Question 13: Is it recommend at least 2 inches from prior? 
 
Answer: After every exposure of receiving a test. We will recommend a test, if your last exposure is less 
than 8 weeks ago. We would recommend another test because, it can take up to 8 weeks response to 
show results.  
 
Question 14: Recommendations on immune compromise if TB could turn latent to active. Precautions? 
 
Answer: Only other time is if previously was treated for latent and exposed again. Only may consider 
depending on circumstance. We don’t offer this usually after once done with treatment. No active 
precautions currently. 
 
Answer: Pecha TB is not like COVID which is more infectious. Time from progress of hours and day, 
weeks and months.  
 
 
Question 15: Late on call talking about reason why CDC does not do mass testing. One reason that just 
too many false positive, Unreliable test? 
 
 
Answer: David Miller DOH – TB tests are not 100 % accurate if we have people with risk factors we 
test those. Those are the best results and confident on findings. Not all testing is unreliable and not 
perfect, we must be careful on testing, we cannot test everybody which is not clinically based 
appropriate or scientifically. 
 
Answer: Miller DOH skin test has been used for 100 years, Blood test if compromise depending in 
scenario in DOC.  
  
 
Question 16:  If at DOC- someone has indirectly been exposed why not mass test everybody for reason? 
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Answer- Pecha – We look at what is best, we look at implying that possible infectious person with 
clinical factors on infectious time and clinical call.  We look at time and situations of a shared cell, 
sharing activities. That is the idea base in a lot of genealogy which is not 100 %. 
 
Question 17: DOC updated TB count?  
 
Weekly # did not change in between to monthly TB meeting. # They do not change add documents and 
data and complying in between time frame. 
 
Inquiry # Numbers nothing from Evans, what the update #. As a family are they still going up or 
stagnant 6 weeks later. 
 
Answer: Dr. Strict – Which # were going to be reported? # Not necessary to all, that we have had case 
over months. Details most helpful along recent cases are, not one recent that was infectious. DOC is 
catching earlier. SCCC 18, there are no # for latent, for entire system no specifics at SCCC. DOC still 
working with data on rotation is due to ensure we have this ready for next week call.  
 
 
Question 18: Can we get information on contact traced I/I?  Those that were exposed # to and admit and 
test daily on.  Contact tracing? Not monthly reporting 
 
Answer: Flynn, Lisa # I would recommend meeting next week to discuss TB then.  Six areas of data 
points will be set for that monthly rotation going forward with HSM Evans and the data team. We will 
only provide active/ latent characteristics. We will not personally identify I/I information per HIPPA.  
 
Question 19: Will DOC TB ever end? estimates please, think about alternative with gym needed.  
 
Answer: Pecha yes, we expect it to end, does not move fast and slowly under radar. Which is more 
challenging. Has been an issue for the last 12/18 months actively and sneaky that way.  
 
Answer: Penrose we are working behind the scenes to move out of EFV’s and Gym.  
 
 
Question 20: Lydia – Gym for TB clinic, close entire or section? 
 
Answer: Whole gym, we have it set up come in and separate vs testing. Then set aside if refusing corner. 
Screened off area for counseling to explain why they should get tested and if treatment needed. To stop 
progression in community and prisons.  
 
DOC is working on trailers that will be in fenced areas with amenities, it will take 4/6 weeks to operate. 
Transition for if active TB to open up EFVS, while waiting for transfers, cleaning with air scrubbers,’ 
new supplies, which will save us to move forward to stop using EFV’s for future issues. 
 
Question 21:  Visits scheduling multiple at once? People mom, then aunt shows up can they add person.  
 
Answer:  No! drop ins currently 
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Question 22: Spikes in this month with staff with illness and 4 the of July or Graduation due to linking 
for outbreak. What are you doing about this for ensuring staff does not bring in more illnesses? 
 
Answer:  PCR Molecular testing mandatory to test once a week.  Out of country to rapid test before 
entering back into the facility.  If infectious they go through protocol before returning to work.  
 
 

Comments/Closing – Thank you all for your participation.  Please be safe.    
 
 
Thank you, Department of Health.  
 
 
6/29/22 New TB call.  
 
SEE IMPORTANT INFORMATION BELOW 
 
 
https://www.cdc.gov/tb/topic/basics/default.htm 
 

Basic TB Facts slide show on the link above. 
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